
 

 

WRITTEN SUBMISSION ON PROPOSED  

LION BONE QUOTA 
 
Captured In Africa Foundation Plead for a ZERO Lion Bone Quota 
 
 
May we first take this opportunity to applaud both the South Africa Department of Environmental 
Affairs and CITES for their approach and tackling of illegal wildlife crime, trade, poaching, illegal 
hunting and other related activities. Our team understand the magnitude and complexities of such 
issues, which is certainly not an easy task. 
 
However, Captured In Africa Foundation believe the DEA to be making a grave error in their 
approach to legal trade in lion bones, one which is based primarily on assumptions, with no clear 
research nor science and ignoring clear, unanimous research from the conservation & economic 
industry. The DEA’s proposal appears to be complicating what can and should be a much sterner 
approach to combating wildlife crime, including the trade of endangered species & derivatives.  
 
We feel we must first revert to the Department of Environment’s media release, concerning their 
Lion bone quota proposal and subsequent request for public comment.  
 
We have taken the liberty of quoting directly and below each quote, clarifying some irregularities 
and misinformation which may help better understand this absurd quota; 
 
 

Quote 

 
"An export permit shall only be granted for an Appendix II species when a Scientific Authority of the 
State of export has advised that such export will not be detrimental to the survival of that species." 
 
Why? 

 
Captured In Africa Foundation believe that such export permits must also take into consideration 
the global movement towards demand reduction campaigns and the emphasis & agreed 
approaches concerning a no trade policy on Elephant Ivory and Rhino Horn. We should ask why 
South Africa see themselves as acting separately to this global movement. South Africa’s Lion 
population does not account for an entire continent, therefore it is essential that all countries 
remain on the same page to achieve our common goal of saving the African Lion. 
 
 
 



 

 

As per the departments’ media release, the South African Government are only now implementing 
research into Lion bones and their affect or otherwise on wild Lion populations. Therefore, and 
crucially, there is currently NO scientific authority on South Africa’s Lion bone exports, thus no 
export quota should be implemented which may risk the Africa Lion population.  
 
Quote 

 
"One of the main concerns is that lion bones may be illegally sourced from wild lion populations if the 
trade in the bones originating from captive bred lions is prohibited." 
 
Why? 

 
This is a false assumption with no fact or scientific evidence to support such risky endeavours. 
Poaching of wild lions for their bones is already a great and known risk.  
 
In our experience, the above statement is misleading and only initiated by the lion farming and 
hunting industry to aid scaremongering. For the South African Government to perpetuate this 
myth is discreditable to genuine, scientific conservation efforts. If the DEA trust in such 
statements, we ask that research and evidence is submitted to support their claim.  
 

“An emerging threat is trade in bones and other body parts for traditional medicine, 
both within Africa and in Asia (IUCN 2006a, b; Riggio et al. 2013)”, IUCN Red List of 
Endangered Species - http://www.iucnredlist.org/details/15951/0  

 
Finally, it is extremely difficult to differentiate between the bones of wild & captive lions. There is 
major concern that wild Lion bones could be smuggled as captive specimens. 
 

Quote 

 
"It was noted that when the trade in tiger bone was banned; the trade shifted and bones were 
sourced from South Africa" 
 
Why? 

 
The above statement is NOT a positive in favour of the Departments case for a Lion Bone quota, it 
should act as a reminder that when allowing trade, that trade can be exploited and therefore 
increase, further jeopardising such species – case in point being South Africa’s lion bone trade 
since 2008 and the resulting increase in exports.  
 
 



 

 

Following declining numbers of Asian and Asiatic Tigers, poachers subsequently turned to Africa 
when Lions were seen as a suitable replacement for Traditional Chinese Medicine. This pattern 
persists and when a species reduces, poaching turns to other areas to source that species. Akin to 
South Africa’s current Rhino poaching crisis, with a slight fall in poached rhino in Kruger - 
however this poaching is now spreading to other areas & reserves of South Africa and 
surrounding countries. 
 
The above DEA statement vindicates the fact that, Asian nationals are sourcing Lion Bones to 
replace Tiger Bones – captive tigers were bred on mass whilst wild tiger populations were still 
targeted and reduced – the same correlation applies to lions in Africa, with captive breeding 
running parallel to reducing numbers of wild lions. 
 
If South Africa joined the global effort to reduce demand and conserve, then Lions would not be in 
danger from the resulting increased demand for Lion Bones from South Africa – whether legally 
(captive) or illegally (wild) sourced. 
 
Increased incidents of captive lions being poached (likely for Muti purposes) in South Africa is 
also of concern. However we are seeing captive lions poached 2-6 lions at a time - such lion 
farming should be restricted to allow due & proper understanding of this spike in captive 
poaching. Allowing trade in lion bones does not remedy this threat and demand for captive and 
wild lions. 
 
The captive farming of Tigers quickly became out of control. Sadly Lions and Lion farming is going 
the same way. 
 
Quote 

 
"A well-regulated trade will enable the Department to monitor a number of issues relating to the 
trade, including the possible impact on the wild populations." 
 
Why? 

 
False & presumptive based on no scientific data concerning trade on Lion Bone – an already 
endangered species should not be used in such experiments. As seen with legal trade Rhino Horn 
& Elephant Ivory, proper monitoring of such an industry is not possible, with both Horn & Ivory 
being traded legally AND illegally through existing avenues by which the legal trade was able to 
operate. Applying a legal channel permits an illegal abuse of the system. 
 
Legal Ivory retailers in Hong Kong, using loopholes to sell illegally sourced Ivory - 
http://wildaid.org/news/illusion-control-hong-kongs-legal-ivory-trade  



 

 

Current corruption within South Africa, Africa and export routes between Asia, must also be 
considered. Yet the Department of Environmental Affairs believe they can responsibly & 
accurately control the already out of control lion farming and lion bone industry?! 
 
How can the South African Government regulate trade when the Government cannot control the 
products’ (lion bone) end destination? This is surely a total abandonment of responsibility? 

 
“The Asian side of the trade chain is less transparent and understood, and little is 
known about the fate of Lion bones once they reach East–Southeast Asia. Since wildlife 
trade often makes use of the same established networks and supply lines, the Lion 
bone trade may have piggy-backed on existing wildlife routes in Lao PDR, Viet Nam, 
China, Thailand and possibly Myanmar, and is worthy of further investigation. If Lion 
bones are being traded between countries in East–Southeast Asia, then the trade is 
presumed to be mainly illicit given the absence of CITES export-import permit records 
to legitimize the trade.” – Bones of Contention, WildCRU/TRAFFIC 
 

 
International Lion Bone Trade, according to respected authority Karl Ammann; 
 

The Rhino Horn Trade comparison – “Supposedly one of the main objectives of South 
Africa discussing the possibility of legalizing the rhino horn trade is to flood the market 
with stores of rhino horn which will cause the price (currently U$ 60000 per kilo) to 
crash, decreasing the incentive for poachers. 
 
This is the opposite of what we have found in our investigations into the trade in tiger and 
lion bones - the additional supply from captive farming, and the introduction of imported 
lion skeletons - which now exceeds by far the supply from the remaining wild tiger 
population - has not decreased the price, in fact the price of tiger carcasses has increased 
drastically in the last three years.” 
 
What is the South African Government’s conservation purpose for legally trading Lion 
Bones? When it is clear that this will have a detrimental affect on wild lions, increased 
captive Lion breeding, negatively impacting demand reduction campaigns for wildlife 
products and trans-national organised crime. 
 
Karl Ammann, ‘Of tiger and lion bones and the legalizing of the rhino horn trade’ 
http://karlammann.com/pdf/swara-tiger-rhino-piece.pdf  

 
 
 
 



 

 

Quote 

 
"The South African National Biodiversity Institute (SANBI) will also initiate a study to monitor the 
lion bone trade in South Africa. The study will aim to increase the understanding of the lion bone 
trade in South Africa and the captive lion breeding industry" 
 
Why? 

 
Why have South Africa not initiated such studies previously, when the lion bone and captive lion 
industry isn't new. This proves that these industries have been allowed to operate and expand 
under no scientific research and under no conservation value for some time - notably since 
around 1997 when captive lion hunting was expose and also 2008 when South Africa began 
increasing exports of lion bones/skeletons.  
 
South Africa state in the quote above that they wish to “increase the understanding of the lion 
bone trade in South Africa” – yet importantly make no mention of understanding the Lion bone 
trade INTERNATIONALLY, a critical component of allowing any quota. Therefore a ZERO QUOTA 
is the only logical stance for CITES to take. 
 
To allow captive breeding of lions and captive lion bone exports to continue with a quota, without 
evidence of their merits, is flawed. DEA Media Release available here - 
https://www.environment.gov.za/mediarelease/africanlion_pantheraleo_exportquota  
 

 

US Fish & Wildlife Service Position on Importation  

of Lion Trophies 
 
US Fish & Wildlife Service Banned Lion Trophies derived from sources deemed as having an 
unproven conservation value – this specifically includes South Africa’s captive Lion farming 
industry. 
 
So it is quite strange that lion bones and skeletons, being of no conservation value or merit, are 
being exported for scientifically unproven Chinese Traditional Medicine, whilst going against the 
good work of current demand reduction campaigns. The same applies to lion bones. 
 
Dan Ashe, Director of USFWS confirms in this article - https://www.fws.gov/endangered/what-
we-do/lion.html 
 

 



 

 

IUCN Position on African Lion Bones 
 
IUCN state that illegal Lion Bone Trade is one of the major threats to Lion populations - 
http://www.iucnredlist.org/details/15951/0  
 
To quote from the above IUCN research;  
 

“The widespread prevalence of fakes in the traditional medicinal market is indicative of 
a continued demand. While fakes may replace items in the market that otherwise 
would be illegally sourced from the wild, they could perpetuate demand and poaching 
when consumers aspire to the genuine wild item rather than making a conscious choice 
of an (often cheaper) alternative (Nowell 2014).” 

 
Furthermore; 
 

“Legal international trade in bone reported as from captive-bred Lions could serve as a 
cover for illegally wild-sourced Lion (and other big cat) parts (Nowell and Pevushina 
2014).” 

 
According to the above documented evidence, it is widely & expertly considered that the captive 
lion bone market is severely detrimental to wild Lions. 
 
Added to this, that evidence exists of wild lions being poached and ferried across the South 
African border and through Provinces, to supply the captive lion farming industry with new blood 
to prevent inbreeding – something which is already common and out of control. 
 
http://oxpeckers.org/2013/12/botswana-minister-in-lion-trade-scandal/  
 
 
 
 
NOTE: IUCN have listed the African Lion as Vulnerable since 1996 without change and for 20 
years of lowering Lion numbers.  
 
We ask, how can such population declines not result in increased protection for the African Lion? 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

2016 IUCN World Congress 
 
An overwhelming conclusion resulted in the following Motion 009 - Terminating the hunting of 
captive-bred lions (Panthera leo) and other predators and captive breeding for commercial, non-
conservation purposes 
 
Key points from the IUCN Congress Motion 009 to consider; 
 
 

‘ACCEPTING the value of wildlife and wildlife ranching as a resource that may be 

utilised in a sustainable, legal and ethical manner, and which is of extreme 

importance for biodiversity conservation, tourism, and the gross domestic product 

of tourist destinations’ 

 
Lion Bone Trade therefore IS NOT and CANNOT be of any value to biodiversity, conservation, 
tourism and gross domestic product of tourism destinations. In accordance with the 2016 IUCN 
Motion 009. 
 
 

‘ACKNOWLEDGING that captive breeding of lions has not been identified as a 

conservation action in any African lion conservation planning programme’ 

 
If captive breeding of Lions has not been identified as a conservation action, then the by-product 
industry of Lion Bone Trade can also NOT be considered as so. 
 
Captured In Africa Foundation encourage everyone to re-read and consider all points in this IUCN 
Motion - https://portals.iucn.org/congress/motion/009  
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: The African Lion was listed as CITES Appendix II in 1975 when there was approximately 
100,000 Lions on our beautiful continent. Today there are an estimated 20,000.  
 
We ask, how can such population declines not result in increased protection for the African Lion? 
 

 

 



 

 

 

South Africa's Lion breeders are responsible  

for the killing an entire continents worth of Lions 
 
This statement is based on the below documented number of Lion breeders versus the number of 
captive Lions currently in South Africa, along with the number of years Lion farming has existed 
and escalated (Circa. 1997, citing the canned lion hunting expose in the Cook Report (ITV)); 
 
An estimated 8,000 Lions are in captive facilities, resulting from an estimated 200 Lion breeding 
farms and cub petting facilities. If we conservatively estimate that each facility has TWO breeding 
female lions, producing an average of THREE Lion cubs per litter and force bred TWICE per year 
for TWO litters of Lion cubs; 
 
2 Litters per year 
3 Lion cubs per litter 
6 Lion cubs per Lioness per year (x2 Lionesses per facility) 
12 Lion cubs per breeding facility per year 
200 Lion breeding farms and & facilities 
 
Equates to an extraordinary 2,400 captive bred Lion cubs EVERY YEAR. Conservatively. This 
figure could reach 3,600+ with some larger lion farms holding more than two breeding females 
and speed breeding each lioness up to three times per year. 
 
How many Lions have been bred in South Africa over the past 10-20 years? 
 
20,000? Maybe more. 

 
That shocking figure equates to today’s Lion population of the entire African continent.  
 
That’s quite a waste of life. 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Disconnecting Irresponsible Tourism 

 
As we mention the huge quantities of Lion cubs being bred in South Africa each year, we would 
like to make mention of captive lion hunting (canned hunting) industry – directly linked to lion 
farming. 
 
It is critical and reasonable to note, that many of the historical Lion Bone exports would have 
included formally lion cubs petted by tourists & volunteers in South Africa.  
 
The resulting trade of those Lion cubs between lion farmers and cub petting facilities, means that 
there is a constant source of captive bred and human imprinted lions that are ultimately used for 
captive lion hunting (aka canned hunting) and the lion bone trade. 
 
Lion farming > cub petting/lion walks > captive lion (canned) hunting > lion bone trade 

 
Not only are South Africa receiving criticism for captive (canned) lion hunting, our beautiful 
country is also embroiled in a huge ethical and moral argument concerning irresponsible tourism 
practices as cub petting and lion walks. Linked to this is an important question to ask; 
 

 
How many tourists & volunteers realise that the lion cubs they play with, under the guise 
of “tourism, education and conservation”, may be destined for either/or captive lion 
hunting and the lion bone trade? 
 

 
Would the South African Government visit each cub petting facility which trades or loans lions 
from Lion farms/breeders and inform those tourists of what the eventual outcomes may be for 
those Lion cubs in their arms?  
 
We are speaking here, of a hugely deceitful practice within the tourism industry. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Tourism Revenue Replaces Lion Bone Trade 
 

With a proposed Lion Bone Trade quota of 800 skeletons, each Lion skeleton brings an average 
value of R20,000 South African Rand (approximately $1,500 US Dollars). Making a total revenue 
derived from Lion Bone/Skeletons of R16 Million South African Rand (approximately $1.2 Million 
US Dollars), market price. 

Let’s be generous and estimate that the South African Government receives 25% of this revenue, 
with the majority going to the Lion farmer. Meaning South Africa earn R4 Million South African 
Rand (approximately $300,000 US Dollars). 

In comparison, South Africa’s tourism revenue in 2015 equalled R91.8 Billion (approximately $6.8 
Billion US Dollars). 

So the question must be asked… 

Why are South Africa worried about a poultry R4 Million? When local & international tourism 
brings a revenue of R91.8 Billion? This seems an unbalanced figure when you consider South 
Africa’s motivation to trade lion bones, resulting in such miniscule rewards? 

 

Ending Questions 
 
Why do CITES allow and permit such Lion Bone Trade, when there is categorically no scientific 
evidence of value nor support to conservation? 
 
Do the South African Government have documented proof of economic value to South Africa, 
through any historic Lion Bone Trade exports?  
 

How does South Africa’s proposed Lion Bone Trade quota assist in demand reduction 
campaigns the rest of the world is tackling? 

If the Ivory market was proven to be suspect to loopholes and blatant disobedience to 
legalities concerning trade, how does South Africa hope to avoid such issues with Lion 
Bone Trade? 

How does South Africa contribute to the overwhelming majority in favour of ending 
captive lion breeding, canned hunting, international illegal wildlife trade? 



 

 

FINAL PLEA 

 

Why does South Africa NEED a Lion Bone Trade? 

Even with the most genuine of intentions, a single country cannot regulate trade 
internationally. It’s impossible - based on assumptions, misleading and dangerous. 

South Africa, our home, is one of the most beautiful countries for both locals to enjoy and 
internationals to visit and benefit from all that she has to give. Captured In Africa 
Foundation would sincerely like to hope for a better South Africa and a better reputation 
from international tourists and animal lovers alike. South Africa can achieve this if only 
they applied focus onto the key issues.  

Poaching, sadly, is a key issue – as are so many other issues we witness. Spending time 
and allowing such exploitation of this once proud African animal doesn’t need to happen. 

As we have mentioned above - why? Why allow for so many questions to be raised of 
South Africa, our country, all for such a small price? A generated revenue so low, that it is 
not worthy of the exploitation and issues which surround this sad industry. 

We, as South Africans and citizens of our continent we call Africa, plead with all members 
of the Department, CITES and all interested parties to carefully look within yourselves 
and reconsider a ZERO QUOTA on captive lion bone trade. 

Captured In Africa Foundation make this plea for our Lions, our heritage, our Africa, our 
South Africa.  

Let’s work together with other countries, not just in Africa but worldwide as part of CITES 
agreements and campaigns, to ensure the sordid trade in endangered species is stopped, 
that these animals may once again prosper. 

Why are we not listening to professionals, to NGO’s, to scientists, to conservationists and 
importantly to the public, the South African public who have such distain for lion breeding 
and lion bone trade.  

Please listen to the many, rather than the few. 

THANK YOU 



 

 

 

 

 

Captured In Africa Foundation is a registered South African non-profit organisation (NPO 176-

604), established to support ongoing efforts for the protection, rescue and/or relocation of 

vulnerable and at risk big cats, both in the wild and exploited captive situations. Projects 

established and supported by the foundation include ongoing lion/big cat rescues and 

relocations, anti-poaching units, human-wildlife conflict management, educational programs 

and tourism campaigning & initiatives. 

 


